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Nov Prize List
Our Prize list is of course missing this month due to our inability to
have a general meeting at the church.
Hope all are doing well and staying safe in this COVID infection time!

Please visit the Club Web Page for all the latest links and information
http://www.durhampc-usersclub.on.ca/
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Is Cyber Security Important
By Bob Gostischa
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- By Dan Delong

Google storage – 15GB limit, almost reached?
For those who have made a Google Gmail account as their primary e-mail address, or have used Google Android
Photos as a primary photo storage location, the original 15GB was a very generous amount of free space, a decade ago.
Google offers to increase storage on Google One (their Cloud), starting at 100GB, for about $3 per month, all the way
up to 2TB, for about $140/year.
Here is y gentle reminder from Google:“You’ve used 87% of your storage
Your 15 GB storage is shared across Google Drive, Gmail, and Google Photos. Manage your storage by
freeing up space – or get more storage with Google One.
”

Scroll down to see more.

Clicking on “Free up account storage” allows for a review of items previously marked as deleted, but not yet
permanently erased from the servers, and for review of all Spam, in the last 30 days, before permanent erasure.
[Curious about all those SPAM messages, I reviewed some of those recently marked as SPAM. Thank goodness for
Gmail’s filters!]
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Scrolling further down the page (above) offers to clear other items, like large emails with attachments, large files, and
large photos or videos.
At one time, I was able to find a “Manage Storage” link at the bottom left of my Gmail listing while viewing mail in a
browser. However, a similar function can be found by clicking on the “Show search options” icon, located in the
Gmail “Search mail” bar. (The icon looks a little like an audio equalizer slider.)

This time, a form appears for finding items, large or small, or recent or not recent, or about a subject, or From whom
and To whom, or has certain words, or does not have certain words, or has attachments. (See below.)
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Alternatively, a very handy search string (below, in large type), placed in the “Search mail” field will perform a similar
task. This example not only shows all mail with attachments greater than 20MB but offers a menu for selecting only
Images (shown selected here), PDFs, Videos, Documents, From, To, Time period and more. (Changing numeral 20,
to 10, will show all mail with attachments greater than 10MB.)

Google Research – Federated AI Learning
As I understand it, Federated Learning is ‘distributed AI’, in the sense
that your phone, and everyone else’s phone, learns about your word
groupings as you type, and uses an AI app, running on your phone, to make
better personalized guesses at what you intend to type, the next time you start typing into a Google supported client.
This is called “Smart Test Selection”. However, what is learned from your typing habits, will be compared to the habits
of others, after Google anonymously uploads a summary of your phone’s patterns of usage, to the Cloud (overnight
when the phone is charging). Google thenprocesses this data before it is returned to you phone as an updated (smarter)
module for your next encounter with Smart Text Selection. The word “Federated” seems to refer to a cross-border, or
International, effort to use this data. Privacy is ensured, as the data exchanges between you and the Cloud are
anonymous. The processing impact on your phone, as it performs its AI modular learning, is minimal, as is the amount
of data transfer.

https://ai.googleblog.com/2021/11/predicting-text-selections-with.html
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has:attachment larger:20M

The situation for Storage Management on an Android phone is different. A new “Free up space” selection appears if
you tap the small, circular, profile image (often, this is your photo) in the top right of the screen, when in the Google
Photos app. Since my phone reported that I should “Come back after backing up more photos and videos to my
account”, here’s what to do if you have moved/backed up such items into your main email account.
Tap on “Free up space”.
Choose to free up space based on your reviewing of, largeness of photos and videos, just the blurry photos,
screenshots, and all photos from all apps.
Click on the trash can icon when finished deciding on items to delete. (Note: You will be shown the size of each
selected item, but not its thumbnail.)
Regarding Microsoft accounts, for those using hotmail and outlook, I believe the free storage limit was reduced to
5GB. If you count Microsoft as the holder of your main email account, you have probably run into the same problem as
have Gmail users. [Subscribing to 365 is, I believe, their way to increase storage, for a price.]

Microsoft Academic
To illustrate the power of a Microsoft Cloud AI endeavour, try Microsoft Academic for
yourself. Although Wikipedia might be the preferred resource for members of the general
public and many students, Microsoft Academic focuses on all sources of published academic
research, while allowing those who wish to contribute more research to join and claim rightful
authorship of all with their name on it.
The stable of publications now number over one quarter billion (even more authors),
researching on three quarters of a million topics, almost five thousand conferences,
nearly fifty thousand journals and from twenty-seven thousand institutions.
Many of these publications must be included in the Novartis partnership (above). I decided to test Microsoft Academic.
After noticing an article regarding Japan’s plans to build an elevator to space by 2050, I recalled reading the same idea
in a science fiction story, possibly by Arthur C Clarke, in the 60s. The idea, sometimes called a “sky hook”, is based on
applied physics. Typing, “sky hook elevator to space” in the search field yielded a long list of summarized, ranked,
hits, along with a further column of classified links to all of the sources, as listed above.
Home | Microsoft Academic
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Microsoft and Novartis Partnership
Novartis makes new drugs; Microsoft makes powerful computing possible.
Together, they hope to speed up the discovery of drugs that work, and work
better, or more quickly. For their part, Microsoft’s AI can scour the
research literature for hints, both for partial successes and for dead ends,
and also for existing studies, or those long past, or still in development.
Novartis has the chemists and molecular construction equipment to
manufacture and test the most promising candidates.
Canada’s Deep Genomics, was following a similar path, now shared with
Johnson&Johnson Labs, in the MaRS building, in Toronto. One aim of DG
was to predict interactions between virtually simulated drug molecules, and
those floating around inside an individual. If such computer simulations appeared to act in a life enhancing way, a drug
company, like Novartis, could follow-up.
Novartis empowers scientists with AI to speed the discovery and development of breakthrough medicines | Transform
(microsoft.com)

NFTs – a spin-off from Bitcoin
The space race gave us spin-off products, like Tang (fake orange
juice), and freeze dried ice-cream, both of questionable value.
The same is true of Bitcoining, another aspect of the blockchain craze. [I hesitate to support activities such as this,
mainly on the grounds of high electrical energy consumption and wastage of computing power, even though such
worries may be mute with the advent of Quantum Computing.]
NFT stands for “Non-Fungible Token”, just another way of saying that unbreakable, encrypted, tokens, owned by a
person; don’t have to be attached to just financial deals that involve easily trades items, like dollars and Bitcoins. Such
tokens also support a special add-on ID, for the owner to be able to claim any item, or thought, which is attached to this
blockchain token. Artists, of all kinds, can apply an NFT for each item of creation.
[Painters and photographers currently use watermarks and copyright laws, as do musicians and writers. But, NFTs are
often not as restrictive in usage as copyright.]
Rich folks (with some extra play money) have taken to paying large sums to own certain NFTs associated with what
can only be called, “questionable” art. They can then re-sell some of these tokens (representing ownership) for more
money. For example, they might sell something as simple as a screen shots from a movie or video game. One video, by
and artist known as Beeple, sold for 69 million dollars. That’s a lot of money for a living artist to “earn”. Oddly, the
buyer, instead of just claiming ownership and hiding the video in a digital vault, has made it free to watch and use.
Some buyers of NFTs limit subsequent usage of the material, desiring sole bragging rights of ownership, over art
appreciation for the masses.
https://www.theverge.com/22310188/nft-explainer-what-is-blockchain-crypto-art-faq
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Replicka – Your AI Chatbot App

CBC’s “The Nature of Things” carried a show describing the evolution of a new, and highly popular (over 10 million
users), semi-intelligent, chatbot. Normally, we use chat boxes to type messages to live people, in real time. Sometimes,
these chats can be translated into speech, in both directions, even using different languages.
Eugenua Kuyda (a talented programmer), while grieving the loss of a close friend, Roma, with whom she had
exchanged loads of text messages, made use of these many chats, along with AI, to recreate a simulation of his voice
and his most likely responses to any new text messaged she might send to his artificially designed persona. It worked
so well that others asked her to create a more generalized version of her software, so that they could chat with lost
loved ones, or create a personalized, ‘manufactured’ friend of their own. This was the birth of Replika. A chat friend
you create, on Replika, is always available to, literally, talk to you, in non-judgmental terms.
You can even design the appearance of this virtual friend: - gender, clothes, hair, skin, and more. At first, the friend
will have little to base its responses on, until it asks you lots of questions, discovering your likes/dislikes, and many
other personal traits, through questions designed by psychologists.
Replika has been given the title, “The Machine That Feels”; yet, Kuyda cautions that AI is not yet smart enough to be
trusted as a personal advisor for life skills. [Likely with less trust than some people give to horoscopes. – opinion, mine]
Replika is available in Google Play (possibly, the Apple Store too), for free, with ads.
[Note: The app, like many others, requests permission to access just about every part of your phone. A side note
indicated that access to some requests can be reversed.]
https://www.cbc.ca/documentaries/the-nature-of-things/after-her-best-friend-died-this-programmer-created-an-aichatbot-from-his-texts-to-talk-to-him-again-1.6252286
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by Peter Camilleri

Important Stuff: This month, my thoughts turn to important matters. Things that affect
the club membership. This stuff gets discussed in the executive meetings, but much of it
needs to be understood by us all. So here goes:
You're still a member. Since the outbreak of the pandemic, and the closing of our meeting
place, nobody has been removed from the roster. The club has virtually no expenses right
now so memberships keep getting extended. If you were a member in back then, you still
are. This policy will continue until life returns to “normal”, whatever that is.
Now I know we would all like to return to the way things used to be. We continue to
monitor the situation at the church while looking for alternative sites. However, the
emergence of yet another disease variant makes it clear that the virus doesn't care what
we want. The situation will continue to unfold and we will just have to roll with the
punches. We continue to be guided by the Ontario Ministry of Health and common sense.
In the meantime, the club continues to operate. Using the online Zoom program we are
able to conduct a general meeting and Linux S.I.G. Meeting each month and you are all
invited! No, it's not as good as meeting in person, but it still allows us to come together,
hear and see new ideas, and hash out any problems or questions we may have. As a plus,
it makes it much easier for us to have speakers from much further away without the
expense and environmental impact of long distance travel.
I know that many of you do not attend these zoom meetings. I can understand having
technical issues, but that is the sort of thing that this club was created to help address. On
the other hand, if you've stayed away because you thought you'd have to pay up your
membership, stop worrying. That is not a thing you need be concerned with.
I hope we can see more of you soon and in case you think I forgot:
Merry Christmas and Have a Joyous and Peaceful Holiday Season!
Peter Camilleri, President DPCUC.
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by Fred Fernbach

If you want to install Windows 11 on an unsupported PC here are some ways I found on YouTube.
Backup your PC before you take the risk of installing Windows 11 unsupported in case you have to reinstalled
Windows 10 21H2 again.
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qswIMbzyLQw
How to Install Windows 11 on Unsupported PC (Updates Works 100%)
Oct 5, 2021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NivpAiuh-s0
DON’T buy a new PC for Windows 11! - How to install
Jul 12, 2021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ovgWN6YD2ws
How to Install Windows 11 on Unsupported CPU & TPM 1.2
Oct 12, 2021
Windows 11 ISO:
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/software-download/windows11
Download Windows 11 Disk Image (ISO)
https://software-download.microsoft.com/pr/Win11_English_x64v1.iso?t=e58e4dac-9d77-4a8b-a8403a007ef569be&e=1638322800&h=f014cef87ea1d820a03b2fd8b9deae41
Enjoy Windows 11 once install in your PC.
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By Alex Morrison

Proxmox is a Linux Server solution.
With an installation of Proxmox you will be able to host your own server as either a Virtualization server, a backup
server or an email server.
I found information about Proxmox while browsing on YouTube.
There is an excellent series of 16 approximately 20 minute episodes that explain how to obtain, download and install
the version of Proxmox you want to use on your home server.
Here is the YouTube tutorial link first episode ………. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCjuiIswXGs
The tutorial is on a YouTube channel called LearnLinuxTV. https://www.youtube.com/c/LearnLinuxtv/videos
Here is the Website for downloading Proxmox. ……. https://www.proxmox.com/en/downloads
Proxmox is free open source software. If you want to use it at home or in your business it is offered free.
You should consider supporting the software by purchasing a support option.
Pricing for Business support is found here . … https://www.proxmox.com/en/proxmox-backup-server/pricing
I used the Backup plan for the pricing option.
As I earlier mentioned the software is free to use at home if you are unable to support or do not need support.
The YouTube video series mentioned above explains everything quite well.
Spend time viewing the video as it begins with Virtualization but in later videos covers Email and Backup.
For home use I will be testing the backup server option by installing Proxmox on an old desktop PC and using a couple
of external USB hard drives for storage.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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by Alex Morrison

EASY

Sudoku
The game boards on this page were produced using
Sudokuki on PCLinux 64 Bit running KDE 5 Plasma.
The objective is to fill in the missing numbers ensuring
that every 3 X 3 grid has the numbers 1 through 9 with no
repeats and every full column or row has the numbers 1
through 9 again with no repeats.
If you have troubles solving the puzzles send an email to
me and I will send you the solution.
Have fun! Alex

MEDIUM

HARD

IF you don’t Like Sudoku puzzles – try these pages
https://www.boatloadpuzzles.com/playcrossword
http://www.freegames.net/puzzle-games.html
https://www.cryptograms.org/play.php
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by Alex Morrison

Krita 5.0 Arrives, New Beta Is Out Now for Public Testing
The third beta of Krita 5.0 is here with lots of improvements and bug fixes to make the final...
First Arch Linux ISO with Linux Kernel 5.15 LTS Available for Download
Arch Linux 2021.12.01 is now available for download and it comes with Linux kernel 5.15 LTS by
default. The...
Linux Mint 20.3 Arriving Soon with a Surprise New App
Read on for more updates about what's in store for Linux Mint 20.3 "Una," with a gift from the…
Xfce’s Apps Update for November 2021: New Releases of Mousepad, Ristretto, and Whisker Menu
0 Comments

Xfce’s apps update for November 2021 is here with news about new releases of the Ristretto image
viewer, Whisker Menu applications menu, and Mousepad text editor. Here’s the roundup!

4MLinux 38.0 Released with New Apps, Basic Support for 32-bit Apps, and a Games Pack
0 Comments

4MLinux 38.0 lightweight Linux distribution is now available for download. This release comes with
new and updated apps, a pack of classic Linux games, and basic support for 32-bit apps.

Latest POP_OS! Release Brings COSMIC Overtones
The latest release of POP!_OS Linux clearly shows that the in-house tweaking of the GNOME
desktop to the COSMIC GNOME-based...
More Open Source Jobs Remain Vacant With Scarcity of Skilled Linux Talent
Hiring is rebounding in the wake of the pandemic, as organizations look to continue their digital
transformation activities. This is...
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SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS SIG’s

Special Interest Groups

Special Interest Groups are
for members only.
SIG’s are really free
monthly
seminars with question and
answer sessions following
the presentation(s)

Details
BEGINNER

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
Location: Call for Location
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 3rd Thursday of month 7:00 PM

LINUX

Members of SIG’s enjoy a
feeling of community and
share common goals and
interests.

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge

Durham Linux User Group Location: OSCC 43 John St W

Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 1st Thursday of month 7:00 PM

Digital Camera Group

Most SIG’s are informal
and
members who attend them
set the agenda for the
meeting based on their own
needs.

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
Location: Call for Location
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 4th Thursday of each month at 7:00PM

New ideas for SIG groups
are welcome.

DPCUC
EXECUTIV
E
2020-2021

President
Peter Camilleri
peter.c.camilleri@gmail.com
289-928-1579
Vice-President
Anne Delong
annedelong@timetraces.com
905-623-6975
Secretary
Mark Hunter
mark.s.hunter6605@gmail.com 905-924-2196
Treasurer
Allan Francis
alelainef@sympatico.ca
905-576-0481
Membership
David Odynski
odynskid@sympatico.ca
905-576-6325
Librarian
Dan Delong
dandelong@timetraces.com
905-623-6975
Program Director Fred Fernbach frederic-fernbach@outlook.com
905-665-1100
Advertising Director
TBA
Newsletter Editor
Alex Morrison dpcuc@rogers.com
905-579-1560
Director at Large
David Swain
david@swainracing.com
905-985-5201
Director at Large
Bob Bell
bob@rgbell.ca
905 -571-6748
Director at Large
Ed Goudge
edgoudge@yahoo.com
905-926-9003
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PC Monitor is the official publication of the Durham
Personal Computer Users’ Club and is published
monthly at Oshawa, Ontario. The DPCUC mailing
address is
PMB # 110, 27-1300 King St East,
Oshawa, ON L1H8J4.
The PC Monitor cannot be responsible for errors or
inaccuracies in the content, although efforts will be
made to publish information accurately.

The deadline for articles and information is 10 days
following the monthly meeting. Late submissions may
not be published due to tight schedules. Submit
articles by email to the editor at
alexmor@teksavvy.com
Articles should be submitted in Word Format using
Times New Roman as the preferred Font.

